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Dropping Out of High school:
The Effects of Family, Ability,
School Quality and Local Employment Conditions'

INTRODUCTION

I.

The major,economic decieiongfaced by young people enrolled in high
4
/
/
scho61 is whether to continue with the fOrial educitional process. The
\-,

primwry-alterfiatives to'schoOling are'fUll=time partictpatiorr:in the
.

IF

labor force, service in the'Arme d/Fpr/ces, marriage and work within a
/ ,
.
1

household.-- During the high scHofi years these alternatives are chosen
.

.

in varying degrees such the

1

.

.

there is essentially a steady decline in the

jirbportion ofschooliiiicOhOrt that remains enrolled in the f rOal
educational process.

cent data (U.S: Department ofliEW, 974; p. 14),

for example, indica that of those individuals enteringthe fifth grade
in 1964, 97 per

ereached the ninth grade, 87 percent entered the

eleventh grade,,eri ' only 75percent traVateefrom high school in 1972..
-

These date4110'eate that decisions are continually being made during
these fotmatiVe years as
a..

to.

ijhether to continuvin school.

Economists

*

halie.firittl4J,t' both, convenient and revealing to think of these decisions
.

.

p

asalivesitent decisions made by the student, his family andsOciety.
--.,
....

Thia.paper will adopt that framework in .looking at several of the

at

i nfluence the

actors

eision of white and nonwhite male youth to continue

or

diopput of high school.
Of the several, sequential educational decisions made by youth, the
ecision

drop out of,,higb school has seemed to arouse the greatest

public. and..p'rivate concern.. ,f4hile there is now some evidence and concern

.4

2

regarding an overinvestment in college training (Freeman, 1975), the fact
that young 'people drop out of high school-uqually raises the.spectre of.

increased crime, drug usage, unemployment and a general alienation of

youth fiom theadult community.

The public reedit of this concern has

been a variety of dropout prevention programs which have been supported

under Take VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act together
-with a p;ovision of the Vocational Education Act which directs Federal
monies. to areas of high need, including local areas with a high concen-

tration of school dropouts. A variety of instructional methods have been
support d in the dropout prevention, programs with work-training compo-

nents .reaOng.and math laboratories, and social adjustment. Laboratories
being -relatively common approaches to the problem.'"

A recent example

of an attempt_toefor6.theeducational process in order to make it more
relevant to high school age youth is the development of "career education"
programs, of instruction
(Harland, 1975).
.

One of-the purposes of this inno-

vation is to incorporate instruction on the world of work into the primary
M1

and secondary education curricultIm'so as to both encourage youth to stat
in school or, if they leave before graduation, increase their ability to
2/
cope with thelpr6blems of entering the laborfprcp.-

Knowledge of the causes and Consequences ofdropping out of high
school was, of course, an important ComOnent of the design and evaluation

1See Weisbord (1965),for a pessimistic evaluation oethe cost effeCtiveness of one of these programs.
.-ZW The &els and tkirposes of carer edUcation have been set forth in
cent
Federal legislation,. viz, tducation Amendments of 1974, (P.L. 93-330),
See, 406(a) and (b).

A.

.

3

of dropout prevention programs.

Several'eiccellenV studies have been

.
O

-completed on this problem, among which could be cited the work Of

.

B. Dtinca-n (1965), Conlisk (1969), Masters (196 )i Bachman, et. al. (1971),

Lerman (1972), Levin (1972) and Edwards (1975).

Unfortunately, of those

°studies whichrlooked specifically at tWsocioeconOmic determinants of
dropping out of high gchool,,each used a data source that was deficient
.

.

'4.

.

.

4;"

in at least one of the followingresp9cts:

(1) inability to control for
..9:

.

.

'

differences-iwthe students' ability, (2) incoinplet)e and inadequate
nieastres.of socioeconomic background, (3) inability ,to control foi,
.

.

.

r

.

,

.

,

qualitative differences, in the schools attended, and (4) inability to

,N)

control for the effects of local labor market conditions on the decision
to leave high school.

This present study uses a data source that seems

uniquely suited lor a study of high school/dropouts -- the - National
1

Longitudinal Survey of YOung Man (NLISYM).2/

These data,notionly contain

a joint. distribution_of theseVeral variables mentioned above which

were missing in prior studies, but also-have the advantage of being
longitudinal rather, than cross-sectional.

Section II of this paper presents a review of the theory of educalhonal attainment treating formal schooling as, a prdtess of human

capital acquisition.

Section III presents the recursive model. estimated

Vere together with a disdussion of some of .the problems if meAsurement

and estimation encountered;
empirical: result's and 8

Section IV presents and discusses the

ion V contains a discussion of the policy

4,

cations implied by the ana

sis.

3/
-; For a description 'of the_data,'see Parnes, et. al. (197Q):
I:

4

II.

THE PROCESS OF EDUCATIONAL AXTAINMENT
interpersonal differences in investA simple model which explains

(1967) with more,
tent's in,fOrmal schooling has been developed by Becker

presented.by Ben:Porath
formal exteDsions of this model having been
(1967) and Wallace and'Ihnen (1975).

Becker's formulatioi is particularly

model.
useful for it leads to the specification of a simple.rec rsive

whose partmeters may be estimated using the NLSYM.
..

J,

-

the present
Basically, the model views the individual as maximizing
investjing in formal
value of his net earnings over the life cycle by

schooling up to.the point at which the marginal rate o
financfng costs.
the investment equals the marginal

return'from
e returns from:

the product of two fa tors:
the invest4nt in schooling are

the expec-

a'hievement and
tation of returns from a particular level of schooli g
in fgct succeecrin
the probability that the particular individual will
attaining this

level.,421

The first factor is largely determined by the

individual dffferenceg arise
exogenous forces' f the labor market where
because of impeifeCt knowledge of the labor market.

The second is

(ability), the schooling
largely a function of individual capacities

the'indivival believes the
environment, and the extent to which

actually lead to an increase
schooling environmett and curriculum will
of investing in formal
in his stock of human capital.. "The private costs

thehigheichool level
schooling are laigely time costs, particularly at

12/ This useful distinction is taken from Griliches (1973).

5

I

*.

The ability of.a family

which is largely.suppOrted by pulic revenues.

and the student to finance these opportunity'costa incUrredby the student
member depend upoq some measure/of family wealth with a student's fdre/

'gone earnings making up a potentially large portion of many families'
/

ci

potent O1 income (Solmon, 1970).-21

tA

A convenient way of pictUring the process described above is
through the use of Figure 1 which shows the demand and,supply curves
for investments in schooling.

The demand function-shows an inverse

relation between marginal returns and investments and is largely a
function of ability.as well a

the schooling and other environmental

influences which affect returna discussed above. The supply curve Mu.

strates the marginal cost, of financing an additional unit of capital and

is dependent upon opportunity factors which could presumably be measured
6/

by variables reflecting family wealth and/or socioeconomic background.
The intersection of the two schedules, Ilo and So, defines an equilibL
"rium where the optimal investment in formal schooling is 10.1/

S

The'

distribution of earnings and investments would both be more unequal and
skewed the greater the' elasticities of 'supply and demand and the more
t't

,

V'lf opportunities and abi ities.to finance investments informal schooling differ among femilles,-then the objective of maximizing the present.
'
value of net earnings in the formal model becomes distinct from maxi=
mizing the present value of utility. While !important in the Mart formal
Models-, the distinction is not critical for,our purposes (Wallace and
Ehnen, 1975, pp. 138-119),
6/

The factors affecting the slope:of the demand curve (increased tiali
costs of additional schooling, imperfect,substitution.Bttween oWn lime
and other inputai etc.)-and the supply curve (segmented capital market)
are discussed in detail in Becker (1967); Mincer (1970)and Ben-Porath
(1967).
:e,.!

7/ ,The conditions under which the'equilibrium'is uniquely iefined are. dis- cussed-b.-in

Becker (1967, pp. 1041).'.

,

Figurer` -.T
Ji

Th

De te-rminant'i

coptima I 'Ed uc t lona).

.

:Marginal
Costs
and
Returns
f

Investments in Schooling

tta iriment

6

f
tfhequal and skewed are their distributions.

In, addition, however, the

J

,

distribution of earnings.and investments depend uponthecortelation
between different curves.

r

If, foxexample more favorable demand

conditions (as reflected, for example, in the curve D2 relative t

4

are associated with more favorable supply conditions (S2 relative to S1
*

equilibrium-positives such as a, b, and c wOuld,result.

Consequently,

if ability and social background.arepositively Correlated, those: with
the greatest opportunities will have-the greatest capacity to,profit
frpm schooling and, consequently, they may or may not have higher
A

°

marginal retqrns but they will invest more,.41.,_
.4

The Probability that an individual will drop out ofehigh school
before completion May usefully be examined within the framework sketched
5

here,

This probability is conditional on what Becker has termed,

"capacities" and "opportunity"'factors.

The capacities include both

inherited ability, as well as those capacities determined by school quality

and the curriculum in which the individual is enrolled.

However, saying

',

that some capacitiesaie inherited'is simply a restatement of the importance of,the correlation between supply anddemand elements.

Individual

ability, as measured by standardized IQ tests, is known to be subject tip

everal of the environmental influences which are subsumed in the opportunity facto:rs (Hill and Stafford, 1974).

Consequently, a picture'emerges'

of a recursive framework which affects the conditional probability of a

4/ The effects of the correlation Of ability and-opportunity-factors on the
dispersid0 of estimated rates of return is discussed in Wachtei (1975).
.

.

young mat droPping out of high school:
4

environmental home factors,

directly affect the opportunities to invest in additional- schooling.
arginal finance cost' (supply)

and are xefi'ected in shifts in the
;

.

'r's formUtation,. the environ-

curve.` Second, as envisioned in B

mental factors indirectly affect the potential returns from the
continuance of formal schooling by affecting the ability of the ipdi,

.

vidual,to profit from fhe investment.

The next section of this paper

wills formalize this structure of the interdependence of opportunities

and capacities, introduce intervening variables which will attempt to.
reflect-both the importance of the individual's impression of labor
his investment
market conditions and actual labor market,conditiods in
evaluate the
decision_and culminate-in a recursivemodel whiCh will
j

relative importance of the direct and indirect factors affecting the
.

.

probability that a al&le.Yoth Will drop out ohigh .school.
r4'

--

III.

THE MODEL AND DATA
Presently, the NLSYM provides

datb,/iCer

the years 1966 thrOUgh 19691

1

for a 'cohort of young men between the ages of 14 and 24.- The sample
chosen for study here, consists of those individuals between the ages,of.
14 and.17 who were enrolled in high,school in .1966 while the time dt which
"1g

the probability of dropping-out will be measured is two years later when
At this time all of the indi-

the youth are'between the ages of 16 and 19.

viduals in'the sample had some high school experienCeand. to the extent
that measures of school quality and/or,curriCulum.Choice have an effect on
drOppingOut, it should lae-most pronoUnCed for this age group Of young-men,
The dependebt variable of prime interest for this study is defined-,, hen,
Dropout. (D)

as lollows:

1 if an individual- between the ages of 16. -and

19.has completedless than 12 years of formal schooling'and is not
,4-

.eniolled in school in 1968.

The complement of this set consists of both

those individual's between 16 and:19- Who:(1) are still enrolledin high
.

1
,

school and (2) those who` have graduated" and may or may not be enrolled

In-a,formal postsecondary course sequence

If, our. purpose here west°
,
0

,

undertake an

rnings an&employment comparison, it would, be necessary to

carefully dis

nguish among the behavior of'these distinct groups.

H

.

lever, as our purpoSe here is only to Snalyze the factors whiChTlead

young man to leave hig4School before'cchpletion, the simple dichotomous
variable (D) seemsopproptiate.
The formal model of dropping-out to: be developed here 'has two main

goals,:

(1) to as closely as possible reflect the investment,theoretic

model of Becker (1967), paying.,

attention to the simultaneous

9
"

6
,/
414'

eects of.abilities.-and opportunities on the level of schooling completed
,y.

and,. (2) to incorporate variables whiCh will approximate the effects of:.
.

two programs of current Federal educational policy interest (career

,

o

educatiOn-and'vOcational education) into the Model.

(

,

g

.

.

/

9

'TheAprobabiliti( Metall individual will leave high' school before
.

graduation,is conditional upon several factorg,iwhich may be grouped as

\
-

(1) the student'S Socioeconomic background (SEB), (2) ale.

follows-:

a

.

,

student's ability to profit from the investment in schooling which may
be measured, albeit imperfectly, _by tbe'student,'S IQ, (3) variable's
,
.

.

,

°

.

,

-

.

which reflect the quality (Q) of the high school attended add the

.

.

.

1

,

r

curriculuM .(C) in which he is enrolled and, finally, (4) variables
"refLeeting Aknowledge of the labor market" and local employment conditions.
s

..

.,..

Formally, the' model,May be structured as a-causal systevof four equations
r

g
a

'incorpOrating the factors mentioned above so
,
.

./-

_

,,

A,

,

a

a

aks to measure their direct

L

Z

Aand indirect effects on D.P
The first ,equation of the_modetwill attempt to explain a student'
.

.

IQ on the basis of his SgB and the quality of high school attended (Q).
\

4

/

the form of thisequation is due in large part to Griliches 0. 970) and
..

.

',------

-'

variants Of this equation have been recently estimated by G-ciliches and
.

Mason (19.72) and. Ribich and Murphy (1975).
f

known probleMs ofmeasuring

..
I

lh addition to thelwell-

A

.

...

abi wlity

,

.

--by an IQ test (See, e.g., Gtilichei
i

i

.

i'

1970), the student's` home background, as'we Are able

1

/

t o'measure

it,', only

imperfectly captures the, genetic and 'environmental influences which

affectIQ.Inithra paper SEB is measured by'thetfallowin&variables:
e
father's
-

A
educational
attainment (EF), mother's educationaliattainment (EM),

(
r

.

nuMber of the student'a siblings IS) and the three year (1966-68) average
income (Y)fof..the student's family.g.1

While this list of variables is an

. :improvement-over those available iri:,previous studies .of the dropout :dect,

,
.

.0-44?it by no meana,providea a totally informative, insight into the
p

process by' which -home background affects ability, educational attainment
.

,

-

,

10/
and, aubsequently, lifetime earnings .i2/

Hill. and Stafford (1974), have

Provided evidence, however, that parental educational attainment is
P

',A

positively, related and family size,:.is negatively related to the amouht o

time devoted by the parents ,to the physical care of the children in the
..

preschool years.

And there i's-some evidence from child .development gtudies

that this parental time positively affects .the cognitive and .pffect ive
abilities, of the child.

Family income (Y) and family size are also direct

measures of Becker sopportunity factor as they reflect the-family's
ability .to finance. investments in formal

ehooling for each o

its

children. , These SEB variables,,M4 have a direct effect on D and, to' the

extent that the hypothesized poiitive correlation'between" supply-and demand
.

elements is present, they will have an indirect effect on D through IQ.

Finally; the effect of family income on the dropout decision deals with
questions 9f equality of educational opportunity 'which have been the' foOus
of previoUs. studies of this ".problem (see

e.g., Masters, 1969).

The quality ofhigh school attended (Q) by the individual may also
have an-independent effect on his IQ for we know that intelligence is

.

.

The exact definition and measurement scale of these and the
ables in, the model is contained in Appendix table A.1.

other Vari-

Individual SEB, variables rather than a socioeconomic status index (alio
included in the NLSYM) vnxe used in the analysis because use of the
index jlides a considerible amount, of interesting detail (Hauser, 1972).

to

fixer} and independent of schooling or other environmental influences.

WhIle,s6hOol qualitey'has ,.recently become widely used. in earnings regres1

siona (JohnSon and Stafford, 1973), it

typically measured by expehdi-

,

tures per-pupil/n the district orStatein which the student is enrolled,
-Consequently; there may be an aggregation bias in these estimates of the..

effeCt of school quality due to lack of data on a school- specific quality.
The qualit

measure.

measure used here, however, is an ordinal indexof.

the characteristics of the particula'r high school attended by the young
Met-1.1.12,our sample.

The fOur elements upon which the construction of the

indeX is based are (1) per-pupil availability of library facilities,
counselors.
(2). pupils per-Tull-time teachers, (3) full-timeequivalent

teacher with a
per 100 pupils and (4) annual salary of a beginning
bachelor'q degree and( 'no experience, adjusted for geographic price level

differenCes.

The second equation in the causal model explains an individual's knawl(Land the predeteredge of the, labor market XK) 'on the basis of his SEB,
,

mined IQ..

K is based on the sc

e of

"Knowledge of the World of Work"

test administered in 1966 to the young Men-in our sample.

The student was

tested on his knowledge of the kind of work performed by a variety
occupations (e.g., machinist, statistical

f

clerk, economist, etc.) and the

'these ocoupations.
level of formal education usually attained by members of

Also included in the test was a series of questions regarding earnings

comparisOn0between a series of occupations.
question is as follows.:

"Who do you think earns more in a year, a man who

is a truck driver or a grocery store clerk ?"
6

For example, one.;Such

,

14

The answers to these questions

12

provides some evidence of a students career awareness and the extent.of
his labor market information.

This knowledge should ultimately have an

.impact on the probability of an individual dropping out of high school.
4

Indeed, the effect of K on B1 will give some indication of the effective-,

ness of "career education"' rograms of instruction for it is precisely
the development of career,awareness that is one of the goals,of the current
"career education" movement, in the education community.

The third'equatiOn of the model explains the young men's CurriculUm
choice (C) using again the-explibatory variables SEB, Qand IQ.

C.is a

dichotomous vriable:taking the value of. one if the individUal.is or was
enrolled in a vocational or commerical (as opposed to .a college preparatory
or general) curriculum.

Oat purlOse here is to attempt to assess the
*

success of vocational. educational programs as a dropout prevention device;

a freqUently cited justification fOr continued Federal funding of this
pro ram of instruction (Bell, 1975).
sub

While both K and C are determined

to an. individual's IQ, no assumption will be made as to the

causal priority of these, two variables.

K is measured in 1966 when .the

individuals'in the, sample were between the ages of lkand 17.

Conse-

some of these 33oung men had mgade a choice regarding their

curriculum and some, no doubt, had not when the world of work test was
administered.

4.

Finally, the last equaiion in the model explains D on the basis of
the individual's SEB, Q., and the three predetermined '''Oariables, IQ, K
and C.'

In addition to these explanatory variables, a variable measuring

an indek, of detand for teenage male labor (DI) in 1968 is included.11/
11 IVariqbies measuring local unemployment rate. were els
included in some
of the 'regressions forJ), These results
lf be 'miscue ediDelaV,

.15

13

A description of this index (which is contained in the orginal data
'source) is contained in Appendix Ar.l.

Unfortunately, the expected sign

imated coefficient of DI .in explaining the conditional probe-,

of th

On the one hand,

bitty of dropping out of high school is uncertain.

DI :May. reflect increased opportunity costs of Attending school and,

consequently, have a positive partial effeCt on

D'.

There is also an

income,.effeCt imbedded in the coefficient, however.

An increase in D

for example, may be' Seen as an indication of an increased high school7
,

dropout: earnings differential

overtime and, tOnseqUentlyr as 'an increase..,

in the expected return-from,cOmpleting high school leading to a reduction
a

in D

ceteris

Formally, the four equation causal model estimated.Rere may be
t

:

a.

'described as follows:,
IQ =

1)

K = bo

(2)
(3)

+ al Y

,

C .41 CO +

'1)15

+ e2EF + 03EM + a4S + a5Q + elm

b2EF

b3EM t .b4S

CIF/.

C3DI +"-C4S

.+ b6IQ .+

C`SQ + COQ

2

e3

= do + d1Y + d2EF -t d3EM + d4S + d5Q + d6IQ + d7K + d C +.d9DI + eir

Wh(!re the cHstanlmncesi ej , 'are takenas mutually uncorrelated in the prob-

ability limit (except for the correlation, of e2 with-e3) and uncorrelated

with the regressors in their own and preceding equations.

Given these

assumptions, 'the coefficients of the Model may .be- estimated by applying

ordinary least squares to each equation, using-the sample of yoUng men
described above as observations. .0Two 'problems of estimation remain,
however.- First,, both equation (3) and (4) are linearprobability models

and therefore suffer from heteroskedastic error terms whic

not

I
leading to biased estimates of the coefficients, will not provide
4

ficient /ease sqUares estimators.

Seeond, the NLSYM unfortunately

suffers from the problem that several of, the-varables_Of interest
_
=

.

having mission values for sothe Of. the Observations.

The thethodS used-

tO address these problems will be discussed below.- To the extent,

havemissing valuesltar some

the obsgrvations.. The methods used

obtained,-the total effect of,)for example, Y Om D is equal to 81 + do]. +

d7bl

+ dtici + Obflal%+ d8c6a1 where Al is "-the -ditect effect of

ferias

the other

vAE.

on D and .4"1"
.

capture the indirect effect Oil -family ancdmeas st affects
r.

7

-

.

the dropout decision through'the predetermined: variablea in the model..(1Q,

K

C) and the'se, An turn, affect D The recursive model specifie&in

-equations (1)

-

(4) seems a utefukwarto formalize Becker's(1967)

investment-theoretic model

schooling decisions described in Section II.

The direCt effect of a change in an "opportunity" feetor such7as Y on D.

reflects an independent shift in thesuppli,sehedOle while the indirect
effects will enable us to

termiriee importance of the hypothesized'

correlation.between dethand and supply elements.

On the otherhand, th ej

A.ndePenderit.etfect Of-Changes in "ability" taCtors on D can be ascertained

hy,:fot exaMple

estimate of the _direct effect of IQ on D` which is

measured by the coefficient 41.6.
The econometric problems of estimating linear probability models such
as equations (3) and (4) are by ;now well known. .Nevertheless, this speci.

fication:was employed fqr-its linearity facilitates the computation of
direct and' indirect effects.

The problem. of heterosIcedasticity may,

however, be alleviated by following the procedure outlined by Goldberger

(1964) where, for eitample,-each o.f.the variables i4 equation (4) is

weighted by /D(1-Dli

.where D is the least squares fitted value of D.

This procedure is followed here so that both eqbation (3) and (4)'
are estimated by generalized least squares (GLS).

Unfortunately, there

is no guarantee that D will lie between zero and one for all observations:
o

,Smith and Cicchetti (1972) have done Monte Carlo studies of alternative
e

methods of handling inadmissible weights from 6e firit stage ordinary
least squares regresaion in a GIBS analysis.

However' for laUermamples,

7-1Y

none of their ad-hoc prOcedures-seeMS to be.suPerior to simply deleting
frOm the second stage those obserVations that. have aptediCted alUe40f
the dependent variable outside the%dmissable range. -This is the prof

1"._

Cedure that is follaUed here for. only 4 very small part of the total
.,

,1-0°'

sample IS lost -by this technique.

Finally, a problem of estimation

Whictvis generally not mentioned is the fact'. that both e3 and e4

aTe-dot.noimally.distribyted;13 Consequently, the cla"ssicaltests of

significance do:not apply for these two eq4apions.

Asymptotic variances,

of the estimated coefficients of eqUations (3) and (4) .can be estimated,
however, and while, the classical significance' tests are not applicable

we will frequently make ciamparisons of the size of the estimated coeffir
cients and their standard errors as' if a "t" test were being undertaken.

Unfortunately, the theory of estimation when severaL of the variables
of interest have, missing values for some observations is not well devel4ed
in `a' multivariate regression framework.

However, in the case Of a simple

4

linear regiession we do know (Kmenta, 1971,, pp. 336-344) that if we ignoi-e
those observations with missing values there will only be a. small loss in
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,t.

efficiency if the missing values of the independent variable have'a small
)
.

dispersion and, at the same time, the mean of the missing values of the
independent variable is close to the mean of the available values of the
variable. th our tiainnie these conditions t(re unlikely to hold given

that the missing values seem".to be concentrated in that portion of the

-sample which is most likely to contain the dropouts, e .g., young men
of'low SEB.

Consequently, the option of ignoring

n entire observa4 tion

if any, one of its- variables is missfng does not seem appropriate.

Not..

only would this lead to inefficient estimators but would also give .biase4,'
estimates for the usable 4ample would co nsist primarily of. relatively
socially and:. economically advantaged young'men.

it

Instead, we have adopted

the procedure that' a missing value for a particular variable causes that

observation
to be eliminated from the calculations involving that variable
*
only.

This option has the advantage of utilizing as much of the data as

possible in estidadtion.

The risk of this procedure is that, under certain

circumstances, the.'prtial coefficients are based on a very different
'Aumber"of observations and perhaps on quite different subpopulttion'S.

Fortunately, each of the

out equations 'estimtted:in the mode described

above used the : same minimum number Of:observations in'etch regression so
it

unlikely that tt6h.zegtession is examining the response of different
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Empirical Re011ts
.

stimated by ardinary,

As discussed above, equations (1) and (2) were

least squares while equations (3) and (4) were estimated, by generalized
.0e

least squares using as observations the white and nonwhite male youth
betWeen the ages: of 16,and 19 contained in ale NLSYM.

The number 'of

observations used in each regression was 1073 individuals where, given
the m+ssing data correction used here, this is the minimum number of

In order todiscover if there were

cases any crprrelation i 'based on

significant differences in the response of the white and nonwhite
subsample to the seVeral'independent variables, an analYais of covariance
11/

was employed (see Johnston", 1972)..t±! Fos each equation the null hypothesis
.

.

that thetwosubsamples had identical slope coefficients was rejected at
As a'-result of this .test, separate

of significance.12/

the 0.01

regressions are reported for the white'and nonwhite youth in the sample
where the minimum number of obaerVatiOns used for each regression was 849
14/
and' 224 for whites anenonwhites, respectively.

Finally, all cases
/

.

whose predicted -value of the dependent variable fell outside of the unit

interval in the second stage-of the generalized least agnates eatiatiah
q

.
.

,

were dropped from the analysis.

For the white sample, 3 and 16 case

.

,
were dropped from the second stage estimation of equation (3) and (4 sr

y Rte,
i.

11/Ninety-six percent of the nonwhite sample' are black.

13/The computed F Statistics were 12.16, 8.38, 6.91 and 15.56 for equations
(1)-(4), respectively. Note again, however, that equations (3) and.(4)
Consequently, the F'test
do not haVe normally distributed error terms.
is not strictly approPriate although it is indicative. of a significant
racial difference in the slope coefficients.
112/Zero order correlations, sample means and standard deviations for the
variables-in the twd sub-samples ale contained in Appendix Tables A.2
and A.3.
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respectively, while the corresPonding number of unusable observations' '
for the nonwhite sample w4s /Pland 26.

There are several ways of presenting the results of estimating the
1'

parameters of the'four equatioh recursive,model decribed\bove.

A

technique familiar to soclologists which clearly shows how 'the white and
nonwhite structures differ is path analysis (see Blalock, 1971).

The
o

path diagrams are shown inFigures 2 and ,3 for the white and'nonwhite
sample, respectively:
.

The single-headed arrows indicate significant

.

4

causal paths from cause to effect where the coefficieni_assigpAd-te each
path is the estimated standardized regression doefEicient,,sometimes.

called the beta or path coefficient.

For equation (1) and (2) significance

implies .a classicaltest of significance which satisfies the 0.95'level of
confidence or better while for equations (3) and (4) we adopt thecon-

vention that the.estimated coefficient Must be at least twiceitsstandird
error before,the coefficient. is labeled "significant."

The two-headed

arroWsenOte cdtrelationa not.analyzed in causal terms With the coefficient
assigned to each such arrow being the zero-order correlationcoefficient.
The unstandardized regression coefficients together with their
estimated standard errors and associated summary statistics for each.-

regression are found inlables 1 and 2 for whites and nonwhites, respectively.

It will be ,recalled that the estimated coefficients of the

equation for D, for example, can, be used to compute the probability of
'dropping oiftlof high school for our sample of Young men conditional upon
the values' taken by the` various' independent2.4iables-

the recursive nature of our model

However, given

the estimated coefficients of equation

4

ts
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.

(4) show oily thie direct effects of the predictor variables on D.

that

any one of these coefficients indicates only the partial effect of
that variable on the conditional probability of dropping out

-However,

as has been-discUssed above, a variable such as Y may affect D not
.

.

only directly but, eta° indirectly thrOugh its effect onIQ4 K, or C and
Conseguentiy, the major interest

these variables subsequent effect on D.
a
$

,

of this paper will -be the Calculation ofthe total effect of

predictor'

variable on'p using4he chain-rule ZO'rmula illustrated for the variable Y
in' Section III of the, paper. The total, direct .and indirect effects of

.the aeveral'independent-Variabfes on Make

presented` in

Tabl-.e3 using

7-the'eStimateecoefficients of Tablet-1 and 2.- While, ofcourse,,comple"mentary the information provided by the pattranalysis and the effects
computed in Table 3 provide somewhat different views of the underlying
ConseqUently, each technique will be discussed

structure of the model.
in turn.

(a)

Path Analysis'

The beta (path) coefficients shown in Figures 2 and °3 indicate the

relative "importance" of the indePendent variables in 'explaining the
variation in each of the dependent variables
198).

(Goldberger,' 1964, pp. 197 -

Tfiat is1 when the variables are standardized, the unit of measure'

ment of each variable is comparable, being measured in standard deviation
.
Consequently,
a
beta
coefficient
indicates
the effect of atone
units.
standard deviation change in a given dependent variable on the standarized
dependent variable.

It shoulebe noted, however, that we are discussing

importaine''oaltillanarrowstatiaticalsenseandthismayor_maY not
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All pa s shown are Significant at the 0.05 Level or Better

r0

q

* All paths shown. are. Significant at the 0.05 Level or better.

a

Standardiied Regression. Coefficients, Nonwhite

46,
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The question of whether a variable

have implications for public policy.

,

is important in terma of its effect on D is one which statistical
UltimatelY, one's perception of

inference cannot,.by itself, answer.

6

importance depends on the policy actions in mind.and the degree tip whiO"
the relevant explantory variables are manipulable throu

public poliEy.

Ou'r discussion in this section will concentrate on the relatiV4. iMportance
%

of the direct effectsof the several independent variables on D.

The

discussion bf,the total effects of these variOlei on D is contained in
the following section.

Of the

\

four variables .used here which reflect an individual'

only. mothei.'s educational attainment has a significant direct effect On

the probability that p nonyhite male youth will drop out of high school.
VP'

'pa

t.

This is in .contrasttto the results shown for white youth where all four

vaxiables have aaignificant Direct effect on D.

EVen for whites, how-

t
ever,
the educational attainment of the parents!is the most important

backgFoUnd variable affecting D, and again the education of the youth'
mother is slightly more important than that of his father's in affectin3
the droO'out d clsion.

higher the eduCat o

As expetted, for both whites and nOn*hites the
at

nment of the parents,, the ldWer is the <Condi--

tional probability of droppi

As diseuSsed:above, however, we really.

do not yet know exactly whau& rocesa-wit in the hoUsehold this relationship
between.EF, ,EM and A reflects.

For a sam le of high school graduates'

Sewell and Hauser'(1972) h3 e dem strat d ih t the parent's education is
assOciated, with parental encou

semen

an

pOsitively affects the son's

subsequent education independent-of several other socioeconomic factors.
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Hill and Stafford (1974) have found thAt the parent's educatiOn positively
affects the educational aspirations they have fdr their children (as

measured by whether they expect their children to attend college).-and
r

.

this,expectation'is positively,associated with increased "parental time

devoted to the children's Physical'carein the preschool years.
physical,care is; in turn

and affective abilitids.

This

associated with the development of cognitive
Interestingly, this-latter result of Hill and

Stafford also indicates: that the mother's-educational attainthent is

relatively more important than the.father'43 in affecting educational
expectations and that this effect is largely independent of' family inaome-bOth of which area consistent withthe,reSults presented' here,

whate46

"the
the process at work, 'the results of this present paper together-with
.

,

earlier work of.severga others (see eXpecially Leibowitz, 1974',: and Hill
th'e mother's
and Stafford, 1974) 'indicates theAndependent impottande of

socioeconomic characteristics on her dOildren's educational attainment.
This result

noteworthy fir the great Majority' of 'previous studies of

the deteminanta:Hof educatiOntlkattainment have used onilr variables whiCh
reflect the father s characterfaacs.If equal educational opportunity ts.defited in this context as a
situation. in which each individual's probability of not completing high

school is unaffected by,his SEB and reflects, instead, only differences

the'direct effects of they backin ability, the relative unimportance of
ground variables on nonwhite youth's D is heartening., However, as pointed
out above, we are looking 'here at only the direct effect of these variables
on D.

To the extent that the SEB variables affect IQ, for example, and
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IQ-affects 11, the total effect of SEB on p may be substantial.

As measured by the (absolute) value,of the beta coefficients, IQ .

has the most important direct effect on D for whites while K is the most
In Becker's (1967) framework, both IQ and. K

important for nonwhites:.

reflect "abili4" factors which affect the marginal returns from a given
investment i

ooling:

For both IQ and K, higher scores are associated

with a lower.17obability of dropping out whiCh is as 'expected for the

directeffects of these variables reflect an upward shift in the demand
curve for educational investments given a fixed supply schedule.

While,

both IQ and _K reflect the scores of tests administered to the sample of
young men,. theY presUMably measure different t!,7pes:of "ability" or knowl...;

edge.

IQ,isthought to reflect the.7cognitlyedeVelopment of individuals

as measured by their ability to read, write

calculate and articulate.

Knowledge of the:wOrId of work,. on the other hand would seem to reflect
such affective deve14ment as a spirit of inquiry into the nature of the
labor market and/or motivation for the acquibition of more applied informaThe positive effect of IQ on educational attainment is well known,
most recently having been analyzed by Sewell and Hauser (1975).

A high

score on K ieflects, in part, knowledge of the degree to which educational
credentials are required for _labor market success and this is, consequently,
N

.

an inducement to complete high school for nonwhites.
The actual state Of the: local. laboir market, 40 measured by DI, reduces

the probabilitYof dropping out for bot4:racial groups'.

very,incomplete and imperfect

Although DI is

measure' of labor' market ..conditions, the

results shOwn here indicate the dominance of the expected fUture income
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effect over the substitution effect in affecting schooling decisio6s.
In some unreported regressions, the local unemployment rate in 1968

Was first used asaregreSsor and then the 1964,768 average rate was
used instead of DI.4in the if equation.

In both cases and for both races,

the estimated coefficients were negative but had estimated standard
errors which were equal to or exceeded the coefficients.

The direct

effect of. labor market conditioris on the drop out deciiion is, therefore,

somewhat mixed.

For a more complete discussion of the problems of inter-,

pretation encountered here, the reader should consult the paper of
Lerman (1972).
The quality of high school. attended (Q) by the individuals in our
sample does riot 'have a direct effect on D for either racial group.

For

nonwhites, Q does affect D indirectly .(through both IQ and K) andithis

will be,disCoSsed in the

ixt section.,

One could, of course, argue that

our measure of Q,really is an,inadeqUate Index of School "quality" and that,

.

`school characteristics do make a difference if properly measured.

There

is no totally satisfactory rebuttle to that criticism except to noteagain
that Q measures the characteristics of the partiCular high school attended
by-theyout.b.ill. the sample rather than a State or school-diStriCt average.

Consequently, while not completely satisfactory, we would argue that the
Measure of quality used here is the best now available.

cutiltralum -(C)

The high school

in which the indiliidUala areenrolled directly. affects D

only for white youth.

For these young men, enrollment in a vocational

or commercial curriculum does lower the probability of dropping out;

thereby verifying the claims of vocational education administrators for
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at least patt of our sample.

It should also be:noted here that the

vocational curriculum attracts those white students who'are relatively
dropout prone.

This is demonstrated by the negative path coefficients

from both' EF and_IQ,to G.

CO Total, Direct and Indirect Effects
4Iple 3 contains the estimated total, direct and indirect effect of

the.several independent variables on the variable of interest, D.

These

shown in Tables 1 and 2
are computed, from the significant coefficients
in these predictor
so can be interpreted as the effect of changes

variables on the probability of dropping out of high school.

Given the

effect on D
structure of the model, K, C, and DI have only a direct

which can be read directly from Tables 1 and 2.

,

For the two policy

variables, for example, each additional point scored on the K test
1.2 percent
reduces the probability of dripping out fornonwhites by

in a vocational curriculum lowers
White for white youth being enrolled
,f4

byfive perCent,:
'the probability of leaving high school before graduation
ceteris parlbus.

the =3 variables
As noted,in the. Tmth'diagrams, the direct effedie of
.

.

largely absent for nonwhite
on D are quite.strong for white( youth while
youth.

computed
However, when the-indirect effects of diese variables are

it is clear that family background characteristics

nonwhite youth also.

make a difference,fOr

Lopking at Y, for example, the direct effecefot

effeOt of this Variable.
Whites accounts 'for 67 percent of the total

Out.For.noriwhites,
i -.0119) in reducing the chance of dropping

indirect aneas
however, the total effect of iflon D Itentirely an

,
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1.21 The effects enclosed in .parentheses

(

) are for nonwhite dales.

III Only those effects which are significant at the 0.05 level or better are shm,rn.
For equations
(3) and (4), the estimated coefficient must be at ,least twice its estimated,standard error.

.

S

EM

EE

Predictor
Variable

DROPPING OUT OF HIGH SCHOOL FOR WHITE AND NONWHITENALESE!

MARGINAL CONTRIMTIOWOF PREDICTOR VARIABLEW.TO THE COMITIONAL PABABILITY OF
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increases IQ which decreases D, Y increases K which decreases D, and
finally, Y increases IQ which increases K which decrease p D.

The

circuitous route that Y follows In reducing the probability of dropping
out for nonwhites may be one reason that Masters (1969), using a model
which: only captured direct effects, found an ambiguotis and freque

y

lnhignificant effect of family income on,the probability of dropping out
for nonwhite youth.

Clearly, for nonwhite youth the correlation between

Backer's "opportunity" factors (as measured here by the ,SEB variables)
_

i

and the "capacity" factors (measured here by IQ, IC. and C) is an important

determinant of the total investment made in formal schooling.

4

The effects of parent's educatItonaLattainment on D have been discussed in detail above.,;. Consequently, it will only be noted here that
,

for both White and nonwhite youth the effect of EM on D is primarily a ,
,

.

direct one.' EF'affects notp:ihite youth's D only indirectly while for

white youth the affect is again largely a direct effect.

The treater the

number of siblings of the youth in our sample; the greater is the likelihood' that they wilIleaVe high school before graduation.

Again, however,

the method by which S affects 'D is Otte different between the two races.'
For white Youth, t,he tutal,and direct effect are equivalent implying that

the number of the respondent's brothers and sisters primarily reflects a
parental "abilitifdto-pay" factor which leads to An independent shift

upward in the marginal financing cost schedule and'a consequent increahe
in D., For nonwhites, the effect of S on D is entirely an indirect one

as S reduces both IQ and K, holding the several other variables constant.
That the effect of S on D works through IQ only nonwhites is con sistent with some evidence presented by Belmont and Morolla (1973).
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'present eviaence that the effect of family size on'IQ differs across

socioeconomic status groups with those,youth from "high status" families
suffering the smallest debilitating effects on their IQ as S increases.
As noted above, school quality -has no independent effect on D for
white youth. 'AS 'fables -1 through 3 deMonstrate, Q also has
no indirect

effect for whites.

For nonwhites, however, we obtain a result that is

not easily.explained.

For this subsample Q significantly, reduces IQ

and consequently impresses the probability of,dropping out both becauSe

of Ws direct/effect on D and the e feet of IQ on K.
'result
0

it must be additted,

This anamolous

well understood by the author.

It'

is some small comfort to note that Ribich,and Murphy (1975) found
that
(measured by expenditures per pupil in their study) negatively affected
I077N.:their sample of indiVivals from the Project Talent data

It is

alsorue that the total effect of Q. on D is Zero: fdrinonwhitee as well
as whites because the. indirect positive effect of,Q on K and K's subSequent effect. on D offsets,the dropout inducing effects of Q.

Never-

theless, an explanation.of the negative relatiOnship'hetween Q and
IQ
i6 not fOrthcoMing,from the data.
,

9

A hypothesis that was investigated

f

suggested that tWeffect of Q on. IQ for nonwhites was dependent on the
percentage of blscks enrolled in the:high'ichooL

That is, to theextent

that high quality schools are predominately white, the pressure .of well
endOWed white clasSMstes,snd the.laCk.qf a significant humberOf.indi-.:
viduals from a racial peer group may:loer nonwhite.: aChievementAi To
0
test this hypothesis, an interaction term between percentage black
15/There is some evidence' for this effect of peer group composition on
achievement contained in Armor (19721 and Winkler- (1975).

3.4

.
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enrollment and Q was added to equation (1) for the nonwhite sample.
While the estimated.coefficient of the interaction term was positive
(as implied by the hypothesis), it was-extremely small and never significant by conventional standards.1.6/
041

negative effect on white youth's D is predominately a direct
effect.

As noted before, DQ does haVe a small positive effect on D'for

IQ negatively affects C and C, in turn, reduces the probability of
dropping out.

For nonwhites the total negative effect of IQ is equally

divided between a direct effect.and au

indirect, effect through K.

It is

4

worth noting once again that.. for the nonwhite sample a high score on-the..K test is

more influential in reducing D'than'Is IQ.

While an additional

'point on the IQ scale has the total effect of r4dUcing the probability of
dropping out by 0.4 percent, the total effect of an .additional point on

the ICteat reduces the probability by 1.2 percent .\
4

16 The same specification of equation (1) was tried for the sample of white

youth with the estimated coefficient of the interaction term being zero.
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V.

Sinie Policy Implications

The'model of educational attainment sketched out 141:Ert II suggested
that the probability of leaving high school before graduation could be

viewed as reflecting the ineraction of capacity and opportunity faCtors
Which deeermined the optimal initestMent in human capital.

This solution'

was an optimal or income-maximizing one. for the individual subject to the

'constraints of the model,Tarticularly those embodied in the opportudity

jaclirg,

But if this is an "optimal" solution for the individual, is it

also Optimal for society?

If the view is widely shared that dropping out

is socially undesirable,. are there policies by which we can encourage a

greater investmept in formal schooling?
The matter of dropping out becomes.a social problem when the conse--

qUenoe8 of leaVingtigh'school early begin to impinge seriously on others;'
or when dropping out results from incomplete inforMation--e.g., on income,
employment or other prospects- -which was available butnOt known:to the
-sLudeuL or when dropping out_reflects inequality, fediticatiOnal opportun-

The external diseconomies from dropping out most frequeritly mentioned and measured are the increased unemployment of the dropout and the

resulting loss of taxable earnings or national output.lY

Of course, there,

may be other social tostsk some of which were mentioned in the introduction
to this paper.

But the extent of the relationship between dropping out and

17/These issues-are disdussed in more detail by Weisbrod (1965).
18/

Weisbrod, ibid, pp. 139-149 and Levin (1972).
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increased crime and drug usage, for example, is unknown.

Nevertheles%, if

the social costs of leav'ing high school before graduation are considered

eevereenougb tayarrantImblic concern, the modeiestimate'd-bere has
several implications for public policy.'

First', to the extent that a relatively low IQ has an important

direct effect on increasing D, dropping out may indeed be optimal for
For the white youth in our sample IQ

both,,the individual and society.

had the largest direct effect (as measured by the beta weight) of the
several independent-variables used to explain.D.

The policy implications

one can-Infer from the indirect effect of the SEB variables on D through
IQ are, unclear.

Family income could, of course; be increased through

some type of income maintenance mechanism but exactly haw this would"
translate itself into increased cognitive and affective abilities 41 not
N-f
/

12Y
well understood.i9

The direct effects of family background on .D do indicate the extent

of inequality of opportunity in that these direct effects represent shifts

:of-the marginal financing curve due to-family background for.i given
marginal return echedUle (see:Becker, 1967, pp, 27 -29).

Surprisingly,

these effects are relatively unimportant fornonwhite youth but are
_influential in affecting a white youth's dropout decision.

Here, again,

some .type, of income support mechanism woxcld seem to be the primary short-

term policy instrument through which to redkce D, although adult education,.
programs which would affect EF and EM and family planning services to
ieduce S may have long-run effects.

6

121 At a discussion of the relationship between a guaranteed income and
.cognitive development,'see Hill (1975).
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Knowledge of the world'of work as measured hereby k'has the largest
direct efflect in' reducing

for nonwhites-

To the extent that this type

.

of information 'is provided in "career education" programp*of instruction-,
this result suggests that a restructuring of ,the secondary,school-curricw-

lum in order to increase career awareness and labor market information may,
16.

indeed, be useful as 9cdropout prevention device.

Vocational Education,

which has long been:touted as a means to reduce dropouts doea reduce D

for white youth while at the same time attracting those youth who are
dropout-prone as judged by their family background and IQ.
After controlling for the other variables An the-model,-the total
effect of school quality (Q) on D was zero for both races.
to say, however, that schools don't make a difference.
impact of the C and 'K variables sus

That is not

Indeed, the

st Otherwise. 'What is implied is

that whatever effects the various components of our quality.measure
have on. student achievement or other student outcomes, a community's

investment in the physical facilities of-its schoolnas little. -or no
effect on the probability of dropping out once family background and
ability are controlled for,

Finally, whatever the public policips which could be utilized to
reduce the probability of dropping out"of high school and their costeffectiveness, leaving school is not an irrevocable decision. ,Pre-

suMably, some of those who dro¢ out wilireturn to school at a later
date if they find it)advantageous to do so.

An indication of this

phenomenon is, contained in the answer to a qurtion posed in the 1968
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wave of the NISYM::

"Do you expect to return to'high.school?''

For the

young men in our sample with D = 1 and who answered this question
(N = 97), a series of cross tabulations were devel ped

us to test the'in4ependenc

return to school and.

of the expectetio

`several other classification variables.20/

ensblea

Only the cross tabulation- of

"expect to return" with race yielded a" significant ,X2 of 4.20.with one,

'degree of freedom.

Hence the null hypothesis that expecting to return

to high school after dropping out is independent of race is rejected at
the 0.05 leveliof significance.- For this,cross tabulation -the observed
frequency of nonwhites responding "yes" to the "expect to return" question

is considerably larger than the expected freguenCy. While the reason
for this racial difference is subjectboniy to conjecture:at this point,
r

it seems reasonablcto suppose that for nonwhVs the importanceof a
-,.

high school credential is more important for subsequent 7:abor market
success than for whites..

The validity of this 1.7.iothesis.Could be

emOnstrated by folioWing,whiteend nonwhite dropouts into the labor
force and:then observing their career progressio1,1 compared to high
school giadustes.' This analysis will be the subject of a subsequent
study.

'.Those variables include ,race; currIculum last attended; age; highest
grade completed; race by'curriculum; race by highest grade completed.

.
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APPENDIX TABLE A.1
Variable Definitions and Measurement Scales

Dropout (D)

= 1 if highest grade completed is leis than 12
andrespondent is not enrolled in school in 1968

Fatherts Education (EF)

Highest grade of formal schooling
father

Mbther

.gducation (EM)

ildpleted by

Highest grade of formal schooling completed by

i

Mother
..

.

Mean Family Income (Y)

Arithmetic average of total family income
of'respondent's parental family for 19.66,,1967
and 1968.
Income is coded in the following
intervals:
01:
under. $1000

..

4

.

,

02:
03:
04:
05:
06:

. ,

.

$1000 -fl $1999

42000 - .$2999'

$3000
$4000
$5000
97 ; '$6D00
08: -$7500

,

.

09:
,
10:
11:

-

$3999
$4999
$5999
$7499
$9999

$10,000 - 04,999$15,000 -424,999
425;000 and over

Number of Siblings (S)'

Total number ofsiblings of respondent in 1966.

Ability (IQ)

Respondents' actual IQ score constructed by
using pooled data from several different tests
(see Kohen, 1973).

/

t

School. Quality (Q)

Normalized school quality"i.ndex of.last high
school attended with range from 1 (loWest) to
11 (highest) (see Kohen, 1973).

,

Knowledge of Work ma

,

Total score of "Knowledge of World pf Work"
test administered in 1966 with possible range
from 0 to 56.
.

,
.

Curriculum (C)

.

,

Demand Index 01)

.

= 1 if current (last) high school curriculum in
which respondent is (was) enrolled is' (was)
vocational or commercial.

.

.

Index of demand for teenage male labor for labor
market of current residence in 1968. The index
represents the sum of the percentage of total
emproyment in.the area represented by agriculture
and retail trade with possible range from 0 to 99.
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32.3
7.04

-.216
105.8

14.4

-.027
22.7.

11.8

.453

-.092
10.9

2.82

.513

-.139
10.8
3.49

.166.

-.205

.035

.110

.313

MEAN

SD

11,

.254

-.198

-.255

-.212

-.023
-

-k.126

.075

.084

.067

-.189

.005.

-.091

1.97

6.04

.090

-.1o4

1.00

.269

-.212

.063

:081

= .078

:238

.265

-.332

IQ

Q.

.355

-.072

.283 -

.328

-.036

AI

1.00.

1.00

-.087

-.039

-.141

-.258

EM

1..00

1.00.

.607

26S

-

EF

1.00

.144
.351

1.83

2.10

1.00

7.69

-.085
.035,

2.99

1.00

-.185

1.00

ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS , MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES FOR .WHITE MALES

APPENDIX TABLE A.2

.

.

Y.-

,,

8.89
2.96

7476

3.77

.431

SD

.

.247

MEAN,

.003

.331

-.217

-.068

.483.

-.277

.055

7.084

.092

.132

C

.,,

S

.144

-.026

Q

.

a

2.96
2.36
7.63

.030

-.191

1.00

15.6

.

12.4

.113

'412

7.066

1.00

4.91

1

r.

.

S

5.40

7.046

,372

-.264

.146

1.00-

.

Q

25.84

,

K

89.9

-.161

.368

-404

,

-.042

.461

1.00

IQ

25,1

-.073

-.390

.215

- :181

-.368.

.333

.330

7.143

.170

.355

-.270

7.134

1.00

'7.244

LOO

DI.

:-.301

.603

1.00

K

IQ

..028

-457

EM

DI

7.125

1.00

EF

D

.

.

'

,..

.

.

.

,

,

.394

.192
4.86
2.14

1.00,

-.

-.020

1A0

ZERO -ORDER CaHELATIONS.4 MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES FOR NONWHITE MALES

APPENDIX TABLE A.3

